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ABSTRACT
This paper presents some preliminary results of the application of multi-
dimensional scaling methodology in human factors engineering. The non-ortho- ;_
gonality of internally perceived task variables is exhibited for first and
second order plants with both dependent and independent task variables.
Directions of operator preference are shown for actual performance, pilot
opinion rating, and subjective measures of fatigue, adaptability and system
recognition. Improvementof performance in second order systems is, in
addition, exhibited by the use of bang-bang feedback information. New
dissimilaritymeasures for system comparison are suggested in order to
account for human operator rotations and subjective sense of time.
I . INTRODUCTION
In comparing the objective performance of a human operator (H.O)
with his/her subjective evaluations it was found helpful in reference [1] to
use the methodology provided by multi-dimensional scaling (MDS). According
to this methodology, first proposed in detail by Torgerson in 1952 [2] in
the area of mathematical psychology, unidimensional pilot opinion rating
scales (POR) are only to be thought of as the vecotrs in a multi-dimensional
space which represents the "perceptual model" the H.O. has "internally
constructed" on the nature and performance of his/her own task.
This internal task space (ITS) is conceptually different from
the ones arrived at by deviate internal models of the H.O., as for example
done in reference [3], in that the MDS formulation does not rely on the LQG
models of the H.O. and is in essence completely model-free. What this ITS
really depends on is the metric assumed to apply in constructing it from
comparison measurements provided subjectively by the H.O. and interpreted
._ mathematically via the MDS formulation. These comparisons fix the
,., distances between the compared objects within the multi-dimensional space
and correl-atewith the unidimensional subjective (SE) ,nd objective







eA complete analysis of the mathematical model employed including
the r_al-time comput=tional aspects involved in updating the ITS can be found
in reference [4a]. The dimensionality of the matrix PORdepends on the
total number of tasks, compared, and more precisely
Rn -_ n _ N & log N (nmax + I) =
where n the dimensionality of the ITS
N the number ,. task variables
_i the # of s=]ected values for the i t--h variable, and
n the geometric average of ni's.
This logarithmic complexity of MDSexperiments makes it
imperative to:
i. partition the original set of tasks into partially overlapping smaller
groups which will still retain the property of clustering them back
together "under the same roof" of a single ITS;
ii. design separate experiments with the sm_ller groups employing a small
number of selected values for each vari.ble;
iii. reduce mathematically v_a a statistical hyperplane fit the total
number of dimensions towards .he number of actual task variables
(if these are known beforehand and the experiments well controlled).
The prescribed technique has been successfully utilized by
Siapkara [4b] in performing a series of three sets of expe,.'iments with three
subjects and two task variables. The resulting two-dimensional ITS, though
certainly of limited validity, does effectively portray ma-y of the :_-
associated MDS issues. Section 2 of this paper describes the experiments |
and section 3 deals with the experimental results. All accompanying figures 1i!
can be found at the end of the paper.
2. THE SCOPE OF THE EXPERIMENT
Figure I shows in a self-explanatory way the experimental set-up
used. The signal source is a smoothed slowly-varying output from a random
number generator (RNG), so that the configuration of the systems to be
controlled [Figure 2] corresponds to both a first and second-order system.
Whkh of the systems is actually controlled by the H.O. depends on which of'
the two displays is accessible for consultation, and not on any difference
in plant dynamics. In order to keep a small number of variables at hand the
parameters of both systems do not vary independently [Figure 3]; they are
all instead in terms of a common parameter _.
The second task variable K comes from the input. An effort
was made to use a random-number generator which experiences minimal
statistical variations ovcr time and different starting values, so that only
its mean strength (amplitude) will count. The generation method was based "_
on a combination of techniques proposed by references [5] and [6].
Consistency of the smoothed random input was checked for two completely
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- different sets of task variables and measurement policies. [Figure 4]. It
also checked comparatively well with the sinusoid method used in reference
[7], wlth its statistics attaining an asymptotic stability much sooner,
though the variations of the sinusoidal RNG are less frequent.
The use of fixed analog displays did not allow for the
appropriate scaling of feedback indication, as would be the case with d
flexible CRT screen. So, instead of performing the image range calibrations
as outlined by equation (3) of reference [1], it was necessary to keep the
number of display overshoots as an objective performance index in addition
to tracking error scores. The sprin? characteristics of the vertical level
knob used in the experiment was what Dommasch [8] would call a "bungee" T
(or down spring) control element, with a built-in center-wards pull which
requires a constant off-cente;-push in part of the subject in the case of
proper control-force static stability. Transformation of the results to a
situation which uses different control-element characteristics can be done
via Rothbauer [9] [Figure 5]. Performance curves of these types of
.controlledelements is given in reference []0] [Figure 6].
Finally, provision was made in the experimental set-up to
include a white-red light depending upon whether the tracking error was
positive or negative. Experiments based _olely on this type of feedback
information will here-in be referred to as sign experiments. Justification
for the inclusion of such an experiment is based on previously acquired
insight in the field of experimental psychology. Johnson [11] mentions a
28-person 1968 experiment where multi-dimensional judgements correlated well
with uni-dimensIGnal equivalents when simple combinatory transformations
of the various variables were performed. It was found that 42_ judged on
linear scales, 10.5% on quadratic, 45.5% on signed cues, and the rest in
other configural modes. The signed cues were indicators with either +1
or -1 values, and they contained the sign information of the judgement
only. For example, in the MDS context of paired comparisons the subjects
would actually judge as if the stimuli were near the vicinity of
just-discriminable differences: instead of rendering refined estimates of
similarity, they would rather ask themselves some more foundamental
questions: "Are the two situations c(impareddifferent enough so as to bother
giving out discrete and even more so continous estinBtes on
scales beyond binary? And, if I admit there is a perceptible
dif£erence between them, will I be able later on on =-ubsequent
pair comparisons to maintain some credible consistency of how I
rate these minute differences? Or, is it possible that I am
going to develop the tendency of accentuating the dissimilarity
scale near the similarity end of it, and compress thus my judge-
ments on the truly dissimilar cases?"
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
&-
T_ Nine first and nine second_order systems in all were evaluated.




as shown in Figure 7. The same figure shows also the uncerLainties and just-
discriminable differences related with each of these task variables. Various
types of subjective judgements rated on a I0 scale were collected in the
experiments for these systems. The verbal characterization of these scales
was only fixed at the ends, and is presented in Figure 8. For each category
of systems there were essentially three kinds of runs performed: combined
familiarization-evaluation runs, dissimilarity runs, and finally identifica-
tion runs. For each run, in addition to the particular subjective judgement
aimed at, objective performance records were kept, as well as subjective judge-
ments on the level of Yatigue experienced with the experiment and the level of
difficulty (effort) :;_ pronouncing the subjective evaluations themselves.
F a m i 1 i a r i z a t i o n - e v a I u a t i o n r u n s
lasted 2 mins for each system. In the first 20 secs of familiarization SE on
the success of familiarization was taken verbally around every 5 secs
[Figure 9, located under Figure 6]. For I-st order systems as _# so in
general did the difficulty for familiarization (ex. VIII), but in no circum-
stance did the degree of familiarization decrease as time progressed. On the
contrary 2-nd order systems with K+ experienced such a drop (ex. VII).
The next i0 secs were considered a break between the familiarization portion
of the run and the evaluation portion. During this interval a combined SE was
provoked that indicated the efficacy of this relaxation period and the degree
of _mfort the subject experienced [Figure lO(a) --]. The direction of
relaxation increase is definitely different for I-st and 2-nd order systems.
The middle 60 secs of the runs are devoted to system evaluation. The subject
with uninterrupted cm_ntration on the task was previously instructed to
perform his best. At t,,e end of this period he/she gives an overall POR on
the task [Figure lO(b) ---] , while OE are recorded for future compari-
son [Figure lO(b)_]. While OE increases with K+,_ for both I-st and
2-nd order systems, SE's in general do not. Separated areas indicate entries
which did not comform with the general direction of the property vectors and
differ by more than one point in the psychological scale from what would have
been considered as a value in acceptable deviation from the rule.
Along with the POR, the subject indicates his/her own mental and
dexterity fatigue status, and the effort expended by him/her in rendering these
SE's [Figure lO(c)]. A general kind of agreement can be seen for both SE
measures used, while the scales utilized by the subject differ by one and two
points, the subject being more harFh on rating the fatigue factor. The last
30 secs of these runs are used for deadaptation purposes till the start of
the subsequent run. Figure lOa (vectors in segmented line) shows the degree
of comfort felt by the H.O. It can be seen that inter-run deadaptation does
not relate to intra-run relaxation, though both are comfort accomodating. This
is so because relaxation on the same task is viewed by the H.O. simply as a
means to reduce his/her fatigue, whilst deadaptation seems to depend more
upon the anxiety of what comes next.
D i s s i m i 1 a r i t y r u n s lasted 70 secs for each
pair of systems compared. Each member of the pair was controlled for 30 secs
at the end of which OE was recorded. Figure II shows the variations in
performance relative to the OE of evaluation runs as a standard of reference
!
for both types of systems. I0 secs in between the individual presentations
served as a relaxation during which the degree of ease for remembering the
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behaviour of the system presented first was recorded [Figure 10(d)]. The
incomplete nature of the memorization space results from the factorial design
of the dissimilarity runs which forms a minimum number of combinations to be
compared. Despite the lack of additional information the essential character
of the memorization vectors is evident, and suggests that the impression ol
remembering a system remains in direction the same for 1-st and 2-nd order
systems. However, this does not necessarily mean that actual ability for such
memorization is so. This point is discussed in more detail later on. At the
end of the dissimilarity runs the H.O. judges the similarity of the systems
compared, as well as his/her own degree of comfort in pronouncing this judge-
ment. An off-line procedure for computing two-dimensional ITS:_ is invoked
at the end of all the dissimilarity experiments.
The three sets of experiments involve_ tasks VI-VI_-IXI, Ii-II l-
-IIIl-lVl-VlZt-IX I and I2-112-III2-IV 2. After finding the" task
vectors based on these partitioned experiments, the ITS's are brought together
by modifying the point dispersions so that the task vectors coicid_ [Figure
13(a)]. The rest of the systems vIIl I and vp-lx 2 are then placed within
this combined ITS by a straight-forward twoZdimensional interpolation proce-
dure. The same is done with objective performance and subjective evaluation
vectors for both l-st and 2-nd order systems [Figures 13(b)+(c)].
4. DISCUSSION
Many could be the.implications of these configurations, if it was
not for the limited evidence for these internal space constructions. What is
for sure is that the evidence collected on the few subjects of the experiments
exhibits on the average tendencies which were sort of anticipated, and which
motivated this study in the first place,anyway. These tendencies are:
i. the task vectors are not in general perceived independently,
ii. objective and subjective ratings of manual tracking tasks do not
necessarily coincide.
The large inconsistencies in comparison distances (offsets that are 30% off
from the Euclidean point of view), and the quite considerable variations in
performance (uncertaintiesof the order of 36.4% ) raised a number of
questions on the validity/utility of MDS in the multi-dimensional assess-
ment of POR's.
This motivated a third stage in the experiments beyond familiari-
zation-evaluatio_ and dissimilarity runs. More specifically, i d e n t i -
f i c a t i o n r u n s were specially conducted to test the hypothesis
inherent in these experinents, that the H.O. could identify successfully
the differentiating character of the systems he/she is confronted with. Figure
lOd (vectors in segmented line) shows the directions of maximum increase
in actual memorization, assuming that identifiability Is stricty speaking a
measure of memorization. In certain cases an almost complete lack of ability
•_ to identify a specific task is evident as for example: IIIL,VII ,IV and IIl2
"_ [Figure 12]. The short duration of the tasks can be cited as 2a 2main
cause, because identifiability is a cumulative property which combines together
the temporal elements of a task; and if the task has not fully developed its
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essentialidiosyncraciesthis plays a negativerole on the H.O. perceiving
its globalnature. Figure 14 shows,for example,the immensevariabilityin
the characterof an almostmarginal 2-nd order task in !0 secs intervals.
This particulartask revealsits truecollapsingciaaracterafter 50 secs, and
certa;_lynot within the first 30 secs from its activation. On the other
hand,difficultiesin memorizationare unrelatedto the factorialdesignof the
similarityexperiments. Figure 15 clearlyshowsthat fatigueaccumulatedon
entiregroupsof comparisons (basedon the same firstmember of the pairs)
does not seem to relatedirectlyto the difficultyassociatedwith identifying
thosesystems.
Finally, the improvedperformancesho.vr,with sign ratherthan
completeinformationon trackingerror [Figure 16_a)] motivateda correla-
tion betweenthe varioussystemsand the numberof bang-bangpieces of feed-
back information.Figure 16(b) suggeststhat the implicitstrategyused by
the H.O. in optimizingmanualtrackingperformanceis to try to reach a uni-
form levelof acceptancein the numberof trackingerror crossovers.
5. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Despitesomeof the dishearteningaspect_of appiying MDS on POR
pronouncement,this has much more to do with H.O. inconsistenciesthanwith
a methodologicaldifficultyand/orinabilityinherentin MDS itself. To the
contrary,reference[4c] suggeststhat an MDS _pproachto the problems of
mentalworkloadin a multi-taskenvironmentand of multi-operatorjudgementand
control (collectivetask-attending)would simplifytheir study by avoiding
the use of the law for comparativejudgement [12] and of group probability
partitioning [13] , respectively.
Relatingindividual ITS's of varioustasks or variousoperators,
--fSrstlybetweenthemselvesand secondlywith the mo_e complex ITS's result-
ing frommulti-taskor multi-operatorsituations--,would in the opinionof the
authorsprovideus with usuful POR matrixtransformations;for example:
i. betweengroupsof peoplewith differentlevelsof aptitudein performing
manual trackingtasks,
ii. for increasingthe reliabilityof the operationby providingfeedback
informationto the H.O. about discrepanciesin his/her ITS between
objectiveperformanceand its subjectiveevaluation,
iii. for the designof flexiblecontrol/ splayconfigurationswhichwill
automaticallyadapt theirdynamics_cording to the ITS peculiarities
of t_? H.O. involvedin the operationso as to improveperformance in
a wa_ transparentto the H 0., etc.
Finally,it has to be noted that Euclideanor even Minkowskispaces
providemetricsfor ITS thatare not suitableto expressthe contributionof
terms thatcorresoendto situationswhere H.O. space rotationsand his/her
subjectivesenseof time (thetime thoughtof as havingbeen ellapsedin the
controllingaction) play an importantrole. This is so because the base
vectorsrepresentinga space rotationcombinein a multiplicationgrrup [14]




iConsider Z = xl_l + x2_2 + ..... + xn@n
and llY!I=ESlX_ + s2x_ + ..... + snx_ ] I/p (I)
where only superscript p is aiPower, Then for variables x i that constitute
i. an inner product group, s =i. eleme ts of a space rotation,
k] k2 ,_.Q_ G ..... kp_l= kp
where kl,k2,.....kp in circular order
iii. aseemdesignanttodependforontheit)H'0_i=sense-1,of ellapsed time (when experiments
It can be seen that (1) applies only in the first and Lhird cases, whereas
the _'_etriccorresponding to the second case is given by the more general form
kI k2 k I/p
IIyU= [6 G_ Q. @ P- ] (2)
.... XklXk2.....Xkp
following reference [ 14], the summation convention and the definition
IIy II= [ZC_ZG .....QZ] i/p
The double-circle operator might be any legitimate operator, such as an inner
or outer product, an integration of base functions, or even a convolution
integra_ in the case of cascaded moving vectors, or a meaningful mixture of
the above.
Whereas solving MDS with metrics of the form (I) seems to be
a trivial extension of the case where si=I V i, this is certainly not the
case with the much more general fom, (2), where coupled terms do in general
appear.
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